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WHAT WE DELIVER. 
 

Solutions.   Work with leaders, entrepreneurs and their teams to develop and implement an  
                    enterprise's vision, strategy and value chain. 
 
Creations.  Collaborate in the development and execution of initiatives, ecosystems and new   
                    ventures.  
 
Futures.     Work with leaders, enterprises and systems to envision and create their future 
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BUSINESS ECOLOGY  
Enterprise Strategy + Systems Thinking                                     

 
The natural world is an interconnected, interdependent 
system. One where change, adaptation and growth co-
exist. It is a natural system from which the business 
world can learn invaluable lessons.  
 
Like nature, enterprises exist within a complex system 
—  a business ecology of people and resources, 
internal  and external to the firm. A business ecology is 
always emerging, as in nature.  
 
We help envision, build, transform and grow such 
integrated and resilient enterprises through our 
emergentz℠ nature-inspired systems approach to 

strategy — designing commerce naturally. 
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HOW  WE DELIVER. 

                    

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Leadership Support — Addressing and adapting to critical 
truths has is fundamental the leadership and enterprise 
journey.  A journey TRC facilitates and supports, including 
asking and help to address the difficult questions. 
Monthly Subscription, Hourly or Project Basis. 

 

Virtual CEO or work alongside a current CEO or other 
enterprise leaders as advisor or board member in supporting 
that role. Brad Rendle has over 20 years of experience working 
globally in a virtual manner as a consultant, CEO or 
entrepreneur. Retainer Based 

 
 

Brad Rendle  principal of The Rendle Company has over three decades of early stage; 
technology and intellectual property commercialization; and natural resource related 
strategy experience.   
 
Brad is a creative systems thinker with a natural ability to see beyond obvious horizons for 
creative approaches and solutions to a business opportunity or dilemma.   
 
He assesses  systems from an in “ outside-in” perspective, delivering solutions from the 
“inside-out.”  His skills and passions include curating and connecting original thinkers and 
doers to deliver solutions to complex problems. 
 
He has sat in the chair of being a CEO and working with Boards, thus brings both an 
experienced and consultative perspective to leadership challenges and demands.  
 
His hands-on operational experience was gained, and its importance ingrained early in his 
career. Identifying, building and managing teams to implement a vision or project are 
integral to his work.   
 
Brad has an MPhil from the Judge Business School, University of Cambridge and a B.A. 
from Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine. He is a Fellow of the RSA and has dual US-UK 
citizenship. 

brad@rendlecompany.com 
US Cell: +1.603.380.3989 
rendlecompany.com 

 

Advisory Practice — Work with organizations, 
entrepreneurs and their leadership teams to effectively 
navigate and execute transformation, new ventures, new 
business models, growth challenges, critical truths and 
company turnarounds. Retainer or Project Based. 

Leadership Support 

 

 
 
 

 

complexity simply delivered.℠  
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